SIS Project Update
SIS Recent Updates

• LSU signed a contract with Workday to implement Workday Student
• The procurement phase of the project is over, and we are now in the planning phase for the implementation
• LSU A&M, LSU Eunice, LSU Alexandria, and LSU Shreveport will all be going on to Workday Student
We are here
SIS Project Current Activities

• All Institutions preparing documentation on current state
• Establishing a Workday functionality training plan for appropriate project team members
• Reviewing the current Workday configurations from our HCM and Finance modules, specifically in relation to:
  • Academic units and hierarchy
  • Academic appointments
  • Other touchpoints for Workday Student
Hardware Resale Information
Hardware Resale Program

- ITS has purchased and keeps a stock of **new computing equipment** for resale to departments.
- ITS will have the equipment on-hand in the Frey Computing Services Building.
- All devices supported by ITS or your local TSP.
- All Devices will come with 3+ years of factory warranty.
- All equipment will be tested before sold (and if desired imaged and ready for clients).
- ITS will assist with any warranty related concerns immediately after purchase.
Other Advantages

- All equipment sold will be LSU tagged
  - No longer need to have property come to you to tag assets
  - We worked with Property and ITS will tag equipment and then transfer the Asset to the department making the purchase
- Variety of Hardware specifications
- FAST turnaround for purchased equipment as it is already on campus
- No more guessing if you can get it here before June 30th.
Standard Stock Devices
Laptops

Dell 3310 2-in-1
- i5 processor, 16 GB ram, 256 SSD - $842.20
- i5 processor, 16 GB ram, 512 SSD - $913.01
- 13-inch Touch Screen
- 4-year Pro Support and Accidental Damage protection

Dell 5320 2-in-1
- i7 processor, 16 GB ram, 256 SSD - $1287.98
- i7 processor, 32 GB ram, 512 SSD - $1458.24
- 13-inch Touch Screen
- 4-year Pro Support and Accidental Damage protection
Laptops

Dell Latitude 7520
- i7 processor, 16 GB ram, 256 SSD - $1289.05
- i7 processor, 32 GB ram, 512 SSD - $1465.88
- 15-inch Touch Screen
- 4-year Pro Support and Accidental Damage protection

MacBook Air 13”
- M1 Chip, 8 GB ram, 256 MB SSD - $1423.32

MacBook Pro 13”
- M1 Chip, 16 GB ram, 1 TB SSD - $2095.27
Desktop

**Dell 5090 SFF**
- i7 processor, 16 GB ram, 256 SSD - $828.72
- i7 processor, 32 GB ram, 512 SSD - $981.50
- 4-year Pro Support

**Mac Mini**
- M1 Chip, 16 GB RAM, 512 GB SSD - $1158.13
Peripherals

Dell 24-inch Monitor
- Model # - P2422H
- $227.54

Dell 27-inch Monitor
- Model # - P2722H
- $270.59

Dell Thunderbolt Dock
- Model # - WD19TBS
- $256.54

Dell Multi-Device Wireless Keyboard and Mouse
- Model # - KM7120W
- $52.46
How to Place Orders
Hardware Resale Process

• Orders can be placed through PCR360
  • Hardware Resale : Services : Shopping : PCR-360 CustomerCenter (lsu.edu)
• Several options included: Windows laptop and Desktop, Mac Laptops and desktop, Monitors, Docks, Wireless Keyboard/Mouse combos. Normal turnaround time for pickup is under 48 hours. (based on availability)
• Items can be picked up at Frey (per appointment only)
  • For 1 device we are located on the first floor of FREY
  • For larger orders, pickup at our loading dock
  • Delivery – not available at this time
February Bulk Order

ITS will be making a large purchase at the end of February to ensure delivery by June 30th.

If you have any needs for the remainder of the year, we can help to ensure availability and get you the best pricing.

Please send a request to its-hwrs@lsu.edu with the quantity of each device you are needing. We will contact you to confirm.

For more information, Please email Eric Pergola – epergola@lsu.edu
QUESTIONS ?